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TRANS P ORT

OUR DE LUXE
MERCEDES VEHICLES

E CLASS (X2)
V CLASS (X3)
EXECUTIVE MINIBUS (X1)
EXECUTIVE MICROBUS (X3)

k-lahbabi conci ergemarbella .com

FEAT UR ES
-

Stylish black interior
Climate controlled
Leather seats
Privacy glass
Wifi / USB Ports / Bluetooth

CA PAC I TY
3 passengers
2 luggage +
2 hand luggage

MERCEDES E-CLASS
The epitome of style, comfort and refinement.
The classic black exterior with privacy glass and
sumptuous leather interior make this car the perfect
option for those who want to travel in luxury.
This is a very popular vehicle option for business
executives and discerning couples visiting the
Costa del Sol or touring Andalucia.

FEAT UR ES
-

Stylish black interior
Climate controlled
Leather seats
Reclining armchairs
Refrigerator
Privacy glass
Double sliding doors
Reading lights
Wifi / USB Ports / Bluetooth

CA PAC I TY
5 to 7 passengers
7 luggage +
7 hand luggage

MERCEDES V-CLASS
The perfect luxury vehicle option for those that
wish to travel in style. Our fleet of Mercedes V
Class come with a black exterior, chrome trim and
privacy glass. Inside you will find the finest leather
upholstery and walnut finish.

(THERE ARE VARIOUS OPTIONS
AVAILABLE WITH THIS VEHICLE:
INCLUDING INDIVIDUAL ARMCHAIRS
AND CENTRE CONSOLE TABLE)

The spacious seating layouts and generous luggage storage, caters for the most demanding
needs. For small groups or couples with extra luggage needs there is no finer vehicle.

FEAT UR ES
-

Customised interior
Climate controlled
Oversize leather seats
Laptop tables
Refrigerador
Privacy glass & curtains
Reading lights
Wifi / USB Ports / Bluetooth
DVD / CD / Radio / Microphone

CA PAC I TY

MERCEDES
EXECUTIVE MINIBUS

10 passengers
10 luggage +
10 hand luggage

It is a one of a kind vehicle that specifically caters
for small groups that are looking for a luxury service.
It is a very popular vehicle for wedding services
and sighting day trips as well as discretional services. Its short wheelbase makes it a very versitile
vehicle when negotiating the narrow Spanish
country roads or heavy city traffic.

FEAT UR ES
-

Customised interior
Climate controlled
Leather seats
Refrigerador
Privacy glass & curtains
Reading lights
Overhead luggage racks
Wifi / Bluetooth
DVD / CD / Radio / Microphone

CA PAC I TY

MERCEDES
EXECUTIVE MICROBUS

22 passengers
22 luggage +
22 hand luggage

Our Mercedes Deluxe Microbuses have customised
specifications and are as fine as you will find.
Their ability travel fully laden whilst maintaining
the finest ride quality is simply sublime.
Wedding parties, corporate event groups and
passengers with longer distance day trips greatly
benefit from the elegance of these vehicles.

OUR PREMIUM
FORD VEHICLES

MINIBUS (Short Wheelbase X4)
MINIBUS (Long Wheelbase X12)

k-lahbabi con ci ergemarbella .com

FEAT UR ES

CA PAC I TY

FORD MINIBUS
(SHO RT WHEELBASE)

-

Black interior
Air Conditioning
Reclining seats
Privacy glass
Wifi / Bluetooth

11 passengers
11 luggage +
11 hand luggage

The new edition Ford Transit truly is a versatile vehicle. The sleek modern design sets it apart from
its predecessor and interior is no different, the
passenger cabin now is much more spacious and
built with the priority on passenger comfort.
These vehicles are an integral part of our fleet; perfect for small groups or those with irregular luggage
requirements.

FEAT UR ES

CA PAC I TY

FORD MINIBUS
(LO NG WHEELBASE)

-

Black interior
Air Conditioning
Reclining seats
Privacy glass
Reading lights
Wifi / Bluetooth
Overhead luggage rack

13 to 16 passengers
16 luggage +
16 hand luggage

Our Ford Transit Long Wheelbase vehicles are
adaptable to perfectly cater for a wide array of client
requirements. The seating layout is very spacious
and the carrying capacity is excellent due to a supporting trailer.
Golfing groups, wedding parties, sightseeing trips
and activity groups with irregular equipment are
some of the passengers that benefit from these
vehicles.

L

ENQUIRIES & BOOKINGS
info@k-lahbabiconciergemarbella.com
+34 952770026

Carretera de Cádiz, KM 183, Arroyo Segundo, Polígono
Industrial La Ermita. CP 29603 Marbella (Málaga) Spain.

• All our vehicles are monitored with live GPS tracking.
• Other vehicles are available on request.
• A full range of premium baby and child seating available.
• Trailers available for golf clubs, sports equipment or extra luggage.

